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The observation, design and analysis of mesh-like networks in bionics, polymer physics and biolog-
ical systems has brought forward an extensive catalog of fascinating structures of which a subgroup
share a particular, yet critically under appreciated attribute: being embedded in space such that
one wouldn’t be able to pull them apart without prior removal of a subset of edges, a state which we
here call ensnarled. In this study we elaborate on a graph theoretical method to analyze ensnarled
finite, 2-component nets on the basis of Hopf-link identification. Doing so we are able to construct
an edge priority operator Λ, derived from the linking numbers of the spatial graphs’ cycle bases,
which highlights critical edges. On its basis we developed a greedy algorithm which identifies opti-
mal edge removals to achieve unlinking, allowing for the establishment of a new topological metric
characterizing the state of ensnarled network pairs.

I. INTRODUCTION

How can one quantify the degree to which two networks
topologically constrain each other? This question
emerges throughout biology, chemistry and physics, e.g.
when considering coiled DNA [1], compounds of vascula-
ture [2, 3] or multi-component crystals [4–9]. It becomes
particularly tricky when one has to distinguish two such
objects from each other, for example by the number
of cuts one has to perform to split the components.
Yet, most work here has been performed on the charac-
teristics of individual closed curves or intrinsic linking
of one-component graph embeddings [10, 11]. While
partial generalizations have been performed for extended
meshes (and their graphical representations [12, 13])
much remains to be done for spatially embedded net-
works in 3D, where the crossing of edges is costly if
not physically impossible. As this property has no
proper name, we suggest ensnarled and present here the
means of quantification. We find to our best knowledge
that no attempt has been made to characterize such
amorphous, tubal structures for being ensnarled with
their environment, a phenomenon particularly present
in multi-component biological transport systems, e.g.
vasculature. The mammalian liver lobule provides an
illustrative example: here, intricate, intertwined sinusoid
(vascular) and bile canalicular networks are allowed
a significant spatial overlap with mediating cells in
between, enabling the actual filtering function of the or-
gan [14, 15]. This system has further been in the focus of
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a multitude of studies concerning matters of non-trivial
morphogenesis and network robustness [16–19]. Yet no
useful analytic measure of it being ensnarled exist.
We develop a graph-theoretic framework which allows
the identification of critical edges involved in the linkage
of two spatially embedded networks. To achieve these
means we introduce a linear operator, Λ, which maps
any two cycles (in edge-space representation) on to their
respective linking number. This operator Λ quantifies a
new form of edge priority, i.e. the importance of edges for
the topological linkage of the system. We demonstrate
that this allows for the efficient identification of minimal
cuts between two linked structures (which should not
be confused with the approach taken in percolation
theory). We go on to survey various network archetypes
and conclude by discussing potential implications and
applications of Λ.

II. THEORY

Recall that linking numbers, l ∈ Z, are topological in-
variants which characterize the linking state (up to
sign) of two closed curves, with l = 0 denoting the un-
link and l = ±1,±2, ... denoting linked states where the
curves are not separable without breaking at least one
of them [10], see Figure 1a. Given two closed, oriented
curves with parametrizations γ1, γ2 : [0, 1) −→ R3, their
linking number is computable via the Gauss linking in-
tegral:

l (γ1, γ2) =
1

4π

∫

γ1

∫

γ2

(dr1 × dr2) ·
r1 − r2

|r1 − r2|3
(1)

Note, the Gauss linking integral is a symmetric, bilin-
ear mapping [10]. Thus a flip in the orientation of one
curve γi −→ −γi will result in a sign change of the linking
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FIG. 1: Ensnarled networks and linking numbers:
(a) The invariant l (γ1, γ2) characterizes the topolog-
ical relation up to a sign, with l = 0 denoting the un-
link and l = ±1 trivial links, e.g. the Hopf-link. (b)
Chords (dark-red) allow for evaluation of l (γ1, γ2) via
the decomposition into subcurves.

number as

l (−γ1, γ2) = −l (γ1, γ2) = l (γ1,−γ2) (2)

One may further rewrite any closed curves as the
composition of ’smaller’ closed curves γ1 =

⋃n
i=0 σki

γ1ki

(with canceling chords, see Figure 1b) with sub-
orientations σki

= ±1 and calculate its linking number
as

l

(
γ1 =

n⋃

i=0

σki
γ1ki

, γ2

)
(3)

=

n1∑

i=1

σki

4π

∫

γ1ki

∫

γ2

(dr1ki
× dr2) ·

r1ki
− r2

|r1ki
− r2|3

=

n1∑

i=1

σki
l (γ1ki

, γ2)

Recall that a simple graph G is defined as a set of ver-
tices, V , and edges, E. Further, there are two maps α, ω
with α : E → V and ω : E → V , uniquely defining each
edge e ∈ E as a tuple of vertices (α (e) , ω (e)). Assum-
ing α (e) ̸= ω (e) one can thereby define the edge’s direc-
tion. A path is a sequence of such edges, while a cycle is a
path, which starts and ends on the same vertex, travers-
ing any of its edges only once. Fortunately one only need
a certain subset of all possible cycles in a graph, the ’fun-
damental cycles’, to construct the rest. One may identify
these distinct cycles in the following way: Given a graph
with one connected component of |V | vertices and |E|
edges, a subset of |V | − 1 edges is sufficient to connect
every vertex and thereby create a spanning tree. There-
fore a set of non-utilized edges remains of cardinality

z = |E| − |V |+ 1 (4)

Adding any of these surplus edges to the tree will re-
sult in a fundamental cycle, which can be combined with

simple Graph G(V,E) cycle basis C

cycle basis C′

x

x = c2 + c3
= −c′1 + c′2

c3

c2
c1

c′1

c′3

c′2

FIG. 2: Constructing arbitrary graph cycles from basis
cycle superposition by oriented curve decomposition,
as used in the path integrals of linking number calcula-
tions, see Figure 1 and Equation (6).

with other such cycles to account for any possible loop
in the graph. Note that z represents the dimension of
the graph’s cycle space (referred to as ’nullity’ or the ’cy-
clomatic number’ [20]), a vector space over Z2 with lin-
ear combinations achieved through edgewise XOR opera-
tions [21]. The astute reader may recognize this construc-
tion as the first homology of a chain complex composed
of only 1-chains [22]. While this observation suggests an
interesting path to generalization, we restrict ourselves
in this letter to considering only space curves and net-
work cycles, i.e. 1-chains. Further, as we are considering
spatially embedded graphs, every node, edge and there-
fore path has a spatial curve representation. We thus
use the decomposition of oriented closed curves into sub-
curves for cycles in the spatial graphs considered, see
Figure 2. Furthermore, one may derive matrices from
graphs G (V,E, α, ω) utilizing these topological charac-
teristics, e.g. the ’mesh’ matrix typically encountered in
electric circuits [23],

Mei =

{
±1 if cycle i contains edge e
0 else

(5)

The sign of Mei captures the direction of the cycle with
respect to the edge’s direction. Note that z equals the
rank of the mesh matrix M , and that this operator
transforms between the edge-space and cycle-space of a
graph.
Let us consider cycle bases for two graphs
as C1 = {c11, ..., c1z1} and C2 = {c21, ..., c2z2} and a
polygonal representation via the respective graph’s
edges (piece-wise straight lines connecting the vertices).
As previously shown, we may decompose any linking
number calculation of arbitrary cycles c1, c2 in a graph
pair as

l (c1, c2) =

z1,z2∑

i,j

σ1iσ2j l (c1i, c2j) (6)

Or in terms of a linking number operator L:
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FIG. 3: Fully linked meshes unlink via axial translation. Top row: Visualization of simple meshes, color coded ac-
cording to the diagonals of the corresponding priority operator Si. Bottom row: Heatmaps depicting the absolute
values of priority operators Si for each mesh.

l (c1, c2) = σT
1 ·L · σ2 (7)

with Lij = l (c1i, c2j) , L ∈ Zz1×z2 ,σi ∈ Zzi

Naturally, the linking numbers in this bilinear decompo-
sition are invariant with respect to a change of the cycle
basis, e.g. to C ′

1 and C ′
2,

σT
1 ·L · σ2 = σ

′T
1 ·L′ · σ′

2 (8)

demonstrating the independence to the choice of bases
per graph. Next, we construct the invariant operator Λ
which determines the importance of individual edges.
Subsequently, we factorize L using the mesh matrices M i

of the respective networks (corresponding to the current
basis),

L = MT
1 ·Λ ·M2 (9)

The matrix Λ ∈ RE1×E2 is constructed via generalized
inverses, as the mesh matrices do not have full rank:

Λ =
[
M †

1 +X1 · P 1

]T
·L ·

[
M †

2 +X2 · P 2

]
(10)

with arbitrary factors Xi ∈ Rzi×Ei and orthogonal pro-
jectors

P 1 =
[
I −M1M

†
1

]
and P 2 =

[
I −M2M

†
2

]
(11)

These projectors signal a gauge freedom for Λ as they
satisfy P iM i = 0. Here we choose the least square solu-
tion as the canonical form:

Λ0 ≡ M †,T
1 ·L ·M †

2 (12)

We may then rewrite the linking number of two arbitrary
cycles in a graph pair as

l (c1, c2) = σT
1 ·MT

1 ·Λ0 ·M2 · σ2 (13)

where we know the edge representation of the cycles to
be

pT
1 = σT

1 ·MT
1 and p2 = M2 · σ2 (14)

with pi ∈ KEi , where K = {−1, 0, 1}. Thus we may
write the linking number of any two cycles in the en-
snarled system in edge-space form as

l (c1, c2) = pT
1 ·Λ0 · p2 (15)

III. RESULTS

The meaning of Λ0 becomes more apparent if we consider
the symmetric constructions of the positive definite oper-
ators S1 = Λ0Λ

T
0 ∈ RE1×E1 and S2 = ΛT

0 Λ0 ∈ RE2×E2 .
We focus on these operators in particular as they allow
the evaluation of the impact of edges on non-zero linking
numbers.
As an illustration of the concept, consider a dual lad-
der graph system, as shown in Figure 3. We display
the changes in Si while separating the graphs in discrete
translational steps. We refer to the diagonals of Si as
the priority of edges, see appendix A for further detail.
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FIG. 4: Greedy edge cutting algorithm: Example of a
single ring linked to a hexagonal mesh, unlinked in 4
iterations. Displayed is the momentary optimal cut,
based on highest edge priority.

The plots show the respective edge priorities, the visual-
ization of the respective diagonals of Si. Note that pri-
orities are at their maximum for the most central ladder
legs, corresponding to the edges which must be traversed
by any linked cycle. As the graphs are separated one ob-
serves a shift of edge priorities in both graphs as differ-
ent edges become crucial connections through which any
linked cycle must pass. A complete spatial separation of
the networks naturally results in the Si becoming null
operators as no link remains. One may therefore charac-
terize any ensnarled system by a hierarchical ordering of
edge priorities, indicating the crucial topological links in
both graphs. Such a scheme may be used to determine
the optimal cut between two meshes, i.e. how many and
which edges ε one has to remove from either graph such
that the entire system becomes unlinked.
We propose the following simple algorithm to identify
such a cut set: Given two graphs G1 and G2, set one
as a reference graph Gref and the other as a target
graph Gtarget. Then compute the linkage matrix L as
described before and the edge space operators Λ0, Sref

and Starget. Next, identify the maximum priority on the
diagonal of Starget and remove the corresponding edge
from Gtarget. Iterate on the linking number evaluation
and the edge removal until the linking number calcula-
tion generates null-matrices, indicating the unlink of the
original meshes G1, G2. Doing so yield a list of edges

in the target graph representing a cut set of cardinal-
ity εtarget.
Despite the fact that this is a greedy algorithm, we found
it to reliably identify efficient cuts between the meshes,
independent of their particular embedding and graph
topology, as for example demonstrated for the Hopf-
linked hexagonal grid in Figure 4. Note though that we
only consider the edges of highest priority during each it-
eration, which may lead to cuts not representative of the
global optimum. Such inaccuracies occur when meshes
have links close to their periphery, leading to high edge
priorities in this section which may obscure better cuts.
For example, in Figure 4, there is an equally efficient cut
set found by removing the edges from the hexagonal grid
passing the rings cross-section, yet edges on the periphery
of the hexagon have higher priorities. Additional devia-
tions may occur as the number of degree k = 2 vertices is
varied along paths in the network (which may anytime be
done by for example by adding new vertices in a straight
line between two already existing ones forming an edge),
appendix A. On that line we propose that coarse-graining
steps should be taken into account, removing as many
k=2 vertices as possible, leaving the linkage of the sys-
tem intact, as to reduce the complexity of the problem
beforehand.
Further, this algorithm also suggests an associated met-
ric for ensnarled systems. Let us refer to the cardinality
of cuts for any mesh Gi as εi and compare it to the cy-
clomatic number zi. We accordingly define the relative
cut number as

ρi ≡
εi
zi

(16)

accounting for how much of a network’s cycle space has
to be taken down before the unlinking event, i.e. if ρi = 1
every single cycle in a mesh has to be eliminated. The
trivial case of zi = 0 simply implies that at least one of
the networks is a tree, and therefore not topologically
linked by default. We are not only able to identify which
edges to remove to break the topological linkage, we are
also able to account for asymmetries and redundancies.
This metric classifies networks according to their basis
utilization, indicating whether a network has a bloated
cycle space which does not significantly contribute to the
linkage of the system. As one typically has no prefer-
ence for either of the two meshes involved we utilize the
following order parameters:

ρmax = max (ρ1, ρ2) (17)

S =
min (ρ1, ρ2)

ρmax
(18)

These two parameters effectively allow us to distinguish
different ensnarled mesh systems on the basis of their ef-
fective cycle space utilization as well as their linkage sym-
metry. These tools, however miss size-dependent effects.
To address this, we define the minimal cut coefficient,

εmin = min (ε1, ε2) (19)
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FIG. 5: Classification of entangled systems: Maximum
relative cut number ρmax (17) and linkage asymme-
try S (18) present a system’s redundancy and asymme-
try, while the mutual cut coefficient εmin (19) being the
minimal number of cuts between the two systems.

which accounts for the actual number of cuts one has to
perform before the system splits. This order parameter
is thus sensitive the size of the ensnarled system. We
highlight the strength of this method in Figure 5, where
we survey a small set of ensnarled archetypes, i.e. finite
spatially embedded graphs (either planar or non-planar)
with different kinds of cycle space utilization. Note that
our metric is sensitive to translations of highly symmet-
rical lattices (’Laves’ examples) as well as to random spa-
tial structures (’rand’ examples), while being able to dis-
tinguish networks of equal cut numbers in terms of cycle
space utilization and symmetry (’mesh’ examples).

IV. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated a new classification tool for topo-
logically linked spatial networks, by combining conven-
tional methodologies of graph topology, mesh matrices
and linking number integrals. This allows for effective
surveys of ensnarled networks on the basis of Hopf link
identification and provides the means to classify differ-
ent redundancies and symmetries in such meshes. Future
studies on this matter certainly will address the concep-
tualization of algorithms that would provide us consistent
generation of ensnarled spatial networks, e.g. based on
reversed engineering of such structures given arbitrary
Λ0 and spatial constraints. Note further, that the ap-
proach is unable to identify higher order links such as
Brunnian entanglements [24]. Possibly, one could extend
the method to include these cases by utilizing Milnor in-
variants [25, 26] or similar extending the metric to more
than two networks at a time. Nevertheless we would
point to applicability of this approach to vessel systems
in developmental and pathological biology, as the liver
lobule presents a model to be more thoroughly tested,
e.g. for zonation effects, see appendix B. Naturally this
could also be deployed with regard to other organs such
as kidney, pancreas and the lymphatic system or opti-
mized transport networks more generally, see appendix
C. Furthermore, as connectome mapping matures, there
is mounting evidence for spatial intertwining among neu-
ral subcircuits, presenting another intriguing potential
application [27].
We therefore envision this approach to enable a new kind
of spatial network analysis, by taking the topological con-
sequences of embedding into account. We would like to
note that the methods and algorithms deployed in this
study have an open-source Python implementation avail-
able for further testing and exploration of ensnarled net-
works: SnarlyPy [28].
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Appendix A: From circuits to linkages

This appendix is intended to detail the derivation of the edge priority operator Λ0. First let

us re-introduce the mesh matrix M , which was defined in the main article, and is commonly

used in linear circuit theory [1]. The mesh matrix M (also fundamental loop -, circuit -, tie

set matrix) indicates which edges are involved in which of cycle in a graph. It also provides

us with the possibility to project any vectors of the cycle space on to the edge space as

M · σ = p (A1)

In terms of circuit theory one interprets σ as a vector of mesh currents and p the vector of

edge currents. The mesh impedance for a network with homogeneous edge resistance (equal

to one) is further calculated as

Z = MT ·M (A2)

Now, let us turn toward the interpretation of Λ0
TΛ0 and Λ0Λ0

T as we calculate these as

Λ0Λ0
T = M †,T

1 ·L ·M †
2M

†,T
2 ·LT ·M †

1 (A3)

Λ0
TΛ0 = M †,T

2 ·LT ·M †
1M

†,T
1 ·L ·M †

2 (A4)

Now as the impedance matrices Zi = M †
iM

†,T
i are actually invertable we may rewrite this

as

S1 = M †,T
1 ·L ·Z−1

2 ·LT ·M †
1 (A5)

S2 = M †,T
2 ·LT ·Z−1

1 ·L ·M †
2 (A6)

As the networks (and their loops) get larger in terms of edges per path, one can readily see

that the effective mesh conductivity Z−1
i decreases. Remember, that L denotes the linkage

matrix of the respective fundamental loop sets. In comparison with electric circuits one may

interpret the linking numbers Lij ̸= 0 as mutual inductance (usually denoted as M [1]) of

coupled coils, with Lij = 0 corresponding to completely uncoupled elements. Note, that one

may need to call it mutual inductance rate actually for the analogy’s sake, as it would need

∗ felixuwekramer@proton.me
† modes@mpi-cbg.de
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to correspond to the change in current for further circuit comparisons. With that in mind,

the vector

u1 = LM †
2p2 (A7)

u2 = LTM †
1p1 (A8)

would correspond to the loop voltage vector (via mutual inductance of coupled coils).

So how does this help us understand Si? Well, one may interpret any scalar Pi = pT
i · Si · pi

as a power dissipation in the circuit analogy as we may write

P1 = pT
1 · S1 · p1 = uT

2 ·Z−1
2 · u2 (A9)

P2 = pT
2 · S2 · p2 = uT

1 ·Z−1
1 · u1 (A10)

Note that this would denote the power dissipation of currents in the respective partner

networks. Therefore we expect diagonal elements of Si (corresponding to graph edges) to

decay to zero if:

1. the respective edges stop being a part of a coupled loop, e.g. as part of a translation

of the graphs, altering topological linkage.

2. number of constituting edges in the loops (thereby the impedance) in the partner

network is increased. Be aware though that in this case we scale the diagonal values

of all edges simultaneously, will not change the ranking of edge priorities.

Be ware that changing the number of edges in an essential path(considering its linkage) of a

network may change the overall ranking of edge priorities for this particular network though

and therefore lead to different optimal cuts found (see custom notebook examples for more

detail as part of the open-source solution SnarlPy [2]).

Appendix B: Analyzing model systems I - Intertwined vasculature in liver acinus

The characterization techniques presented in this study were, partially, inspired by biolog-

ical model systems, mainly those found in the liver lobule (one of the fundamental tissue

elements in the liver [3]). Here, sinusoids (blood vessels, endothelial tissue) and bile canali-

culi (ducts for waste removal and digestive components, epithelial tissue) form an intricate,

3



yet spatially separate, network system displaying a manifold of interesting features for a

transport system [4–6]. Utilizing a data set from previous analysis [7], we focus on a small

section of tissue found in the liver acinus, an element between the central vein and a portal

triad, see Figure 1a. Due to the segmentation techniques of the collaborators (Zerial Lab,

MPI-CBG Dresden) who provided us with these data, we further have the relative positional

information of vessel pieces in the acinus [8], i.e. we know which part of the network is close

to the central vein (denoted as χ = 0) and which is most distant (χ = 1000). As it is usually

of interest how the properties of liver tissue change with regard to its relative distance to

the central vein/ portal triad, we perform an analysis of the linkage behavior as follows: We

compartmentalize sections of the mesh system with regard to ∆χ = 150 intervals, see Fig-

ure 1b to 1g. Subsequently we analyze the linkage of the partial mesh systems in accordance

to minimal cut numbers εmin, symmetries S and effective cycle utilization ρmax. Needless

to say , interval size of ∆χ will influence the detected linkage behavior, as well as the gen-

eration of artifacts (say the creation of multiple connected components, and broken loops).

We shall focus here on the largest connected component and prune it (remove all leaves)

before further analysis. In Figure 2 we display the results for zonation differentiated linkage.

One may see that this system shows a wide range of linkage symmetry S throughout the

entire acinus, with severe fluctuations towards the central vein. Furthermore it seems one

observes a rather constant overall utilization of the cycle space ρ12 throughout the acinus,

which is interesting as the minimal cut numbers decrease significantly when getting closer

to the central vein. The proposed cutting algorithm and priority computation indicates

a useful tool for characterization of zonated ensnarledness, yet we find that further, more

comprehensive studies are in order.
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(a) (b) χ ∈ [0, 150) (c) χ ∈ [150, 300)

(d) χ ∈ [300, 450) (e) χ ∈ [450, 600) (f) χ ∈ [600, 750) (g) χ ∈ [750, 900)

FIG. 1: Network skeletons of liver tissue vasculature: (a) Sinusoids (magenta) and bile

canaliculi (green) segment in the liver acinus. (b) - (g) Separation of the vasculature

mesh into regular ∆χ = 150 sections.
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FIG. 2: Classification of entangled systems in the liver lobule for ∆χ = 150 compartmen-

talization: (a) Minimal cut numbers and linkage parameters for liver network segments

in the acinus. (b) Zonation and network differentiated overview of minimal cut numbers

and cycle space utilization
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FIG. 3: Classification of entangled, adapting and (a) repulsively coupled systems (ν > 1)

as we all (b) attractively coupled systems (ν < −1) systems.

Appendix C: Analyzing model systems II - Optimized transport networks

In this section we present a linkage analysis of intertwined adapting, insilico transport net-

works, which represent another toy model used for capillary systems [7]. The transport

networks of interest are modeled as Kirchhoff networks, i.e. allowing us to utilize a lumped

parameter model with flows f as direct linear response to potential differences ∆p, e.g. a

Hagen-Poiseuille law [9] fe = πr4e
8ηe

∆pe
le

and
∑

eBenfe = sn for all edges e and nodes n. Here

edges in the network are assigned a length l, a local fluid viscosity η and vessel radii r and

the graphs incidence matrix Ben. In [7] one defines a multilayer network consisting of two

ensnarled, yet spatially separate meshes. Here we perform all simulation on ’laves3’ sys-
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tems, i.e. see the mesh ’lavesV1’ in Figure 5 (main article), with sources placed in spatially

opposing corners of the networks. This model incorporates affiliation of edges: Given a

minimal cycle (no chords or further deconstruction into smaller cycles possible) in a network

we say that all its composing edges are affiliated with edges of other other cycles linked with

the former one. As all edges are simply tubes in our model, we have the distance between

affiliated tubes defined as,

∆ree′ = L− (re + re′) (C1)

where L is the initial distance of the skeletons (equal to distance in case of simultaneously

vanishing radii). Hence one describes this relationship between the edges e, e′ as

Fee′ =




1 if edges e and e′affiliated

0 else
(C2)

As discussed in [10] one finds sink-source fluctuations to be a crucial component in transport

network adaption We only consider s-configurations in which there exists one source-node

(here j = 0) and all other nodes being sinks with the following characteristics:

⟨sj⟩ = µ with j > 0 (C3)

⟨sjsk⟩ = qjkσ
2 + µ2 with j, k > 0 (C4)

Hence one may compute the effective pressure response ⟨∆pe⟩ for any individual edge. Even-

tually we utilize an adaption scheme of edge radii in either network in response to the fluid

flow, volume penalties and affiliation (modeled as power law with exponent ν feedback as

∂hre ∝
[〈
∆p2e

〉
r2e − α

]
re − β

∑

e′

Fee′∆r
−(ν+1)
ee′ (C5)

with auxiliary coefficients χ, α, β > 0. For numerical evaluation we use the unit and

parameter system system of [7]: radii re = Lr∗e , sink fluctuation sn = µςn, the conduc-

tivity ke = η−1L4κe and hence pressure ∆pe = µη
L4∆Φe and the networks’ edge surface

distance ∆r
−(ν+1)
ee′ = L−(ν+1)∆r

−(ν+1)∗
ee′ . The ODEs (C5) can now be rescaled accordingly

to the sink mean µ, providing us with with the effective temporal response parameters

λ0 = χ
(
µη
L3

)2, the effective network coupling λ1 =
β

πηLν+1

(
µ
L3

)−2, the effective volume penalty

λ2 =
4α
πη

(
µ
L3

)−2and the effective flow-fluctuation λ3 =
σ2

µ2 . The coefficients λ2, λ′
2 are gener-

ally negligible as shown in [7, 11]. In Figure 3a and 3b we present the result for systematic
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parameter scans of affiliation coupling λ1 and fluctuation λ3 in the case of repulsive (ν > 1)

and attractive interactions (ν < 0). Here we present the state diagrams for minimal cut

numbers ε12, symmetry S and utilization ρ12. Generally one finds the outline of the linkage

transition to match the nullity transition discussed in [7]. Note that the adaptation param-

eters λi are chosen identically for all involved systems. It is interesting to note that the

symmetry coefficient S seems particular sensitive with regard to the regimes of the nullity

transition, indicating different rates of acquiring reticulation in the networks probed. We

assume this most likely to be an artifact of the chosen embedding though. Eventually, we

would like to point out that the metric is applicable to even more sophisticated systems, e.g.

ensnarled networks which involve stimuli such as metabolite uptake [12].
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